VARSITY LOSES TO HARVARD IN LAST STROKES OF RACE

Freshman and 159 Crews Take Two Hard Contest by Good Margins
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Two Hard Contests by I

just enough to defeat the Crimson's boat, and then pass through the finish. Harvard also made a sprint the last quarter of a mile and a quarter to the end of the race that established a new crew record. Both crews sprinted practically the last 300 yards, and Harvard's better effort in the last quarter of a mile against the Harvard single took the crown... Although the Princeton crew did not win the race, they maintained a faster stroke. Both crews settled down for half a mile or so of the race, and then passed Harvard's boat, which had been leading all day at the finish. Harvard made a sprint at the end, but the Princeton crew was too fast for that... The race... was... a little at time. Her form was ill-tempered and the Princeton crew... took the lead... Harvard made a sprint at the end, but they were out in front by a quarter-length... Harvard made a sprint as soon as the shells passed the bridge, but Whittaker, prepared for that, also put in a sprint of his own and Harvard... made a sprint at the end. Harvard had leading several times, but... Harvard made a sprint as soon as the shells passed the bridge, but Whittaker, prepared for that, also put in a sprint of his own and Harvard... made a sprint at the end. Harvard had leading several times, but... Harvard made a sprint as soon as the shells passed the bridge, but Whittaker, prepared for that, also put in a sprint of his own and Harvard... made a sprint at the end. Harvard had leading several times, but... Harvard made a sprint as soon as the shells passed the bridge, but Whittaker, prepared for that, also put in a sprint of his own and Harvard... made a sprint at the end. Harvard had leading several times, but... Harvard made a sprint as soon as the shells passed the bridge, but Whittaker, prepared for that, also put in a sprint of his own and Harvard... made a sprint at the end. Harvard had leading several times, but... Harvard made a sprint as soon as the shells passed the bridge, but Whittaker, prepared for that, also put in a sprint of his own and Harvard... made a sprint at the end. Harvard had leading several times, but... Harvard made a sprint as soon as the shells passed the bridge, but Whittaker, prepared for that, also put in a sprint of his own and Harvard... made a sprint at the end. Harvard had leading several times, but... Harvard made a sprint as soon as the shells passed the bridge, but Whittaker, prepared for that, also put in a sprint of his own and Harvard... made a sprint at the end. Harvard had leading several times, but... Harvard made a sprint as soon as the shells passed the bridge, but Whittaker, prepared for that, also put in a sprint of his own and Harvard... made a sprint at the end. Harvard had leading several times, but... Harvard made a sprint as soon as the shells passed the bridge, but Whittaker, prepared for that, also put in a sprint of his own and Harvard... made a sprint at the end. Harvard had leading several times, but... Harvard made a sprint as soon as the shells passed the bridge, but Whittaker, prepared for that, also put in a sprint of his own and Harvard... made a sprint at the end. Harvard had leading several times, but... Harvard made a sprint as soon as the shells passed the bridge, but Whittaker, prepared for that, also put in a sprint of his own and Harvard... made a sprint at the end. Harvard had leading several times, but... Harvard made a sprint as soon as the shells passed the bridge, but Whittaker, prepared for that, also put in a sprint of his own and Harvard... made a sprint at the end. Harvard had leading several times, but... Harvard made a sprint as soon as the shells passed the bridge, but Whittaker, prepared for that, also put in a sprint of his own and Harvard... made a sprint at the end. Harvard had leading several times, but... Harvard made a sprint as soon as the shells passed the bridge, but Whittaker, prepared for that, also put in a sprint of his own and Harvard... made a sprint at the end. Harvard had leading several times, but... Harvard made a sprint as soon as the shells passed the bridge, but Whittaker, prepared for that, also put in a sprint of his own and Harvard... made a sprint at the end. Harvard had leading several times, but... Harvard made a sprint as soon as the shells passed the bridge, but Whittaker, prepared for that, also put in a sprint of his own and Harvard... made a sprint at the end. Harvard had leading several times, but... Harvard made a sprint as soon as the shells passed the bridge, but Whittaker, prepared for that, also put in a sprint of his own and Harvard... made a sprint at the end. Harvard had leading several times, but... Harvard made a sprint as soon as the shells passed the bridge, but Whittaker, prepared for that, also put in a sprint of his own and Harvard... made a sprint at the end. Harvard had leading several times, but... Harvard made a sprint as soon as the shells passed the bridge, but Whittaker, prepared for that, also put in a sprint of his own and Harvard... made a sprint at the end. Harvard had leading several times, but... Harvard made a sprint as soon as the shells passed the bridge, but Whittaker, prepared for that, also put in a sprint of his own and Harvard... made a sprint at the end. Harvard had leading several times, but... Harvard made a sprint as soon as the shells passed the bridge, but Whittaker, prepared for that, also put in a sprint of his own and Harvard... made a sprint at the end. Harvard had leading several times, but... Harvard made a sprint as soon as the shells passed the bridge, but Whittaker, prepared for that, also put in a sprint of his own and Harvard... made a sprint at the end. "HARVARD IN LAST STROKES OF RACE"